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A BSTRACT
We propose ”Tellipsoid”, an ellipsoidal display for the video conference system, that can realize not only accurate eye gaze transmission
but also practicality in conferences, namely the convenience and
the identity of the displayed face. The display consists of an ellipsoidal screen, small projector and convex mirror, where the bottominstalled projector projects the facial image of a remote participant
onto the screen via the convex mirror.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer
interaction (HCI)—Interaction devices—Displays and imagers;
Hardware—Communication hardware, interfaces and storage—
Displays and imagers;
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Figure 1: System Overview of TEllipsoid.

I NTRODUCTION
and right to look at the participants. The mechanisms are omittable
on the vertical-axisymmetric surface of revolution shape display,
which can express horizontal head rotation only with changes of
image.
Identity between real/displayed face is also important for practical
video conference system because we still cannot complete whole
communication without face-to-face in today’s society. In other
words, the interlocutor of the video conference used to/will talk with
the partner face-to-face at least once. In that case, if the displayed
facial image is inconsistent with the real face of an interlocutor, it can
be difﬁcult for the user to recognize the image as the interlocutor [4].
It has been reported in human cognition studies, that we identify
interlocutors by the overall arrangement of face parts and contour [1].
Hence the display that can show the arrangements of the facial
parts naturally from any angle is necessary for the practical video
conference systems.
Therefore we propose ”TEllipsoid”, an ellipsoidal display for the
video conference system, which has curved, vertical-axisymmetric
surface and the afﬁnity with a human face, to realize not only accurate eye gaze transmission but also practicality in conferences,
namely the convenience and the identity of the displayed face. This
display is designed for the small-scale video conference in which
the participants are 3 to 15 people.

In spite of the development of many kinds of information and communication technology, face-to-face conversation is the most standard way of communication. The technologies that make remote
communication realistic as if face-to-face have huge advantages
such as the reduction of labor/travel cost, which is needed to hold
important decision-making face-to-face.
However, the planar display, which is commonly used on the
current video conference system, cannot accurately transmit the nonverbal information (e.g. eye gaze or head movement), which plays
an important role in communication, thus smooth communication is
not possible. It is also reported that turn-taking on the multi-party
conversation is adjusted by eye gaze or gesture [2, 7]. The difﬁculty
of accurate gaze transmission is due to the Mona Lisa Effect [11],
which makes it difﬁcult to understand who is spoken to by the remote participant. Many studies have tried to eliminate this effect
by using a volumetric display, such as a multi-view 3D display [6]
or face-shaped display [9]. However, the devices require actuated
mechanisms that cause mechanical noises and maintenance issues.
As a more reasonable method, it is reported that a curved display
can transmit eye gaze more accurately than a planar display [10].
Furthermore, we believe that practical videoconference system
requires not only transmitting accurate gaze direction, but also the
convenience of the system and identity between real/displayed face.
For practical use, high versatility is needed because unspeciﬁed
many people have the possibility to participate in the conference as
remote participants. The necessity of individual equipment, such
as the tailor-made facial screen which is used on face-shaped display [9], brings inconvenience for the users. Moreover, lower manufacturing costs and higher reliability are also needed for practical
application. It is obvious that the fewer the driving mechanisms
of the system is, the smaller failure risk and manufacturing cost is.
However, in the case of table meeting, the mechanisms are normally
necessary because the face will turn by at most 90 degrees for left
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P ROPOSED M ETHOD

We proposed the ellipsoidal display for the video conference, which
is named as “TEllipsoid” (Tele + Ellipsoid). Tellipsoid consists of
an ellipsoidal screen, small projector and convex mirror (Fig. 1).
The bottom-installed small projector projects the facial image onto
the screen via the convex mirror. The artifacts on the face are due to
the surface quality of the convex mirror. (We have a demo movie on
YouTube.)
Screen shape was designed from the average face dimensions of
Japanese young males [8]. We generated a 3D model of the ellipsoid
of revolution, which was created by rotating simpliﬁed face shape
along the vertical axis. Subsequently, we enlarged the lower part to
improve the geometries of the nose, mouth and the naturalness of
the proﬁle of the facial image described later.
The facial image for the projection was ﬁrstly generated as the
panorama composite photo from the photos shot 360 degrees around
the person, which is equivalent to the cylindrical projection. The
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One-to-many 3D video teleconferencing system using an autostereoscopic horizontal-parallax 3D display [6] is a kind of solution to
eliminate the Mona Lisa effect. The face of the remote participant
is projected using a high-speed projector and rotating tent-shaped
aluminum sheet metal.
A face-shaped display for the telepresence system [9], where the
facial image is projected to the face-shaped screen made from the
mold of an actual human face, is also a solution to eliminate the
Mona Lisa effect. However, the versatility is not high because an
individual screen is necessary for each user. Furthermore, some
driving mechanism is needed to move or rotate the face.
On the evaluation of a cylindrical multiview videoconference
system [10], it was reported that not only the gaze transmission
accuracy of the proposed method was better than the planar display,
but also a single facial image projected to the cylinder surface had
more accuracy than planar display. However, the viewing angle
that facial parts arrangements can be observed as consistent, which
guarantees the identity, is limited.

Figure 2: The modiﬁed facial image for the projection.
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Figure 3: The method of gaze representation.
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eye part was also cropped for the gaze representation, which is
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E XPOSITION

We demonstrate the ellipsoidal display ”TEllipsoid”, which was also
evaluated and submitted to the IEEE VR 2020 Conference Paper
Track [5]. We provide the demo as the video conference system
in which attendees can interact with the remote participant from
any direction on the front side. The demo consists of TEllipsoid,
a ﬁsh-eye camera, and a head-mounted display with face tracking,
which enables the representation of eye gaze / the facial expression
and immersive view for the remote participant.
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